
Are you into beer and great food? 
 

We are very busy at Nørrebro Bryghus.  

Therefore we are looking for new part-time waiters and bartenders, who wants to be a part of our amazing team.  

 

If you are service minded and enjoy working in a high speed, it might be you we are looking for. 

 

The daily work mainly takes place in our brewhouse at Nørrebro, which is a brewery, beer bar and restaurant, but it will also be 

possible to work some shifts in our “organic Beer Bar” at Reffen Street Food Market.  

 

We experience an overall progress, but the weekend is especially busy, therefore we are looking for part-time servants who are 

ready to work in the weekends and weekday nights.  

 

As an employee at Nørrebro Bryghus you will get a dynamic workplace with varying task. Unpretentiousness and quality are  

two words that describes Nørrebro Bryghus.  

 

We expect a lot from ourself, and from you as well! 

As a waiter, you will be the first to welcome the guest, and the last person they see as they leave the restaurant, which is why it will 

be natural for you to be service minded.  

 

We expect you to have natural interest for food and beer.  

You don’t have to know everything when you start. But you need to be ready to engage in an intense learning process about food, 

beer and service, which will happen at the brewery and through our online training platform.  

 

It is not a must that you are educated as a waiter, or has previous waiter experience, but it is important that you have energy, are 

extroverted, responsible, and can work individually as wells as a part of a team.  

 

If you can see this in yourself, we can give you an amazing work environment. 

 

You will be a part of Denmarks oldest existing micro-brewery, which only brews 100% organic quality beer.  

We offer you good conditions, and the best beer after hour beer in Copenhagen   

 

Psst! 

We are also searching for bartenders in our BRAW Bar, in the basement at Nørrebro Bryghus.  

Just tell us in your application which position you are interested in, or if it is both.  

 

All you have to do, is to send your application and CV to  

info@noerrebrobryghus.dk  marked ”waiter Nørrebro Bryghus”. 
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